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Spider Spinner
WHAT YOU NEED:
1. Paper or a print out
2. Felt tip pen
3. Pencil
4. Scissors
5. 1 piece of
lightweight stiff
cardboard, file
folder or cereal box
6. Glue stick
7. Hole punch
8. 2 rubber bands
9. Maybe a
highlighter

There are many kinds of
spiders, over 45,000 known
species! All of them have the
ability to spin silk. Some of
them spin webs with their
silk. Other spiders line their
burrows or make nets with
their silk.
Orb weaver spiders are the
most recognizable group of
spiders that build the classic
spiral, wheel-shaped webs.
Maybe you’ve seen these webs
in a garden, forest or field.
Each night the old web is
replaced with a new one spun
in complete darkness by touch
alone.
This toy, called a thaumatrope,
creates an optical illusion.
Before we had any moving
images to play with or watch,
like video games or movies, this
type of toy was very popular.

The thaumatrope was invented
in 1825 and was a favorite toy in
those times.

A thaumatrope is a disk with
a different picture on each
side. Holes punched into two
edges of the disk are strung
with string or rubber bands.
When wound tightly and then
released, the disk spins so fast
that the images on each side of
the disk merge into one.
Make your own toy and put a
spider in a web!
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Spider Spinner
FUN
FACT

One spider can produce
up to seven different
types of silk. Spiders
use their silk to make
webs which function
as sticky nets to catch
other animals, or as
nests or cocoons to
protect their eggs, or
to wrap up prey. They
can also use their silk
to suspend themselves,
to float through the air,
or to glide away from
predators. Most spiders
vary the thickness and
stickiness of their silk
for different uses. For
its weight, spider web
silk is actually stronger
and tougher than steel.

1. Print the images at right
or draw your own. You
need two identical circles.
Don’t forget the hole
punch dots. Make sure
they are at least a quarter
inch away from the edges.

2. Cut the circles out.

3. W
 ith a pencil, carefully
trace around your circle
onto a stiff piece of light
cardboard. I used a file
folder. Your paper is
thin. Be careful not to
mess up your drawing.
You could turn it upside
down.

4. C
 ut out the
circle you
just traced
on the
cardboard.
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Spider Spinner
5. Use a glue stick to
cover the back side of
one circle. To keep the
glue off the front side
of the paper, draw the
glue stick from the
center of the circle
outwards.

8. P
 ut a loop of a rubber
band through one of the
punched holes. Put the
other end of the same
rubber band through
the loop and pull it
tight. Repeat on the
other punch hole.

6. W
 hen you glue down the
second circle, line up the
punch dots on top of each
other as best you can.

9. H
 old with your pointer
finger and thumb. Pull
from both ends and twist
the rubber band between
your fingers and spin it
back and forth.

7. Punch holes on the punch dots.

10. Can you see the spider
in the web? Some people
like to thicken the legs or
color around them with a
highlighter to see it better.
What about you?

Happy Bug Month!

